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ABSTRACT This paper employs critical discourse analysis (CDA) to analyse the repre-
sentation of political social actors in media coverage of the Gaza war of 2008–2009. The
paper examines texts of systematically chosen news stories from four international news-
papers: ‘The Guardian, The Times London, The New York Times and The Washington Post’.
The findings show substantial similarities in representation patterns among the four news-
papers. More specifically, the selected newspapers foreground Israeli agency in achieving a
ceasefire, whereby Israeli actors are predominantly assigned activated roles. By contrast, the
four newspapers foreground Palestinian agency in refusing ceasefire through assigning
activated roles. The findings of this study suggest that news reports on the Gaza war of
2008–2009 are influenced by the political orientations of the newspapers and also their
liberal and conservative ideological stances. Overall, the most represented actors are Israeli
governmental officials, whereas Palestinian actors are Hamas members. This representation
draws an overall image that the war is being directed against Hamas.
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Introduction
This paper provides a critical discourse analysis (henceforthCDA) of US and UK press coverage of the Gaza War of2008–2009, which took place during the days between
December 27, 2008 and January 18, 2009. This paper seeks to
delineate in particular the discursive practices and linguistic
features that are responsible for drawing a specific representation
of the social actors. My motivation for conducting the current
article includes various dimensions:
CDA has an overtly political agenda (Kress, 1990) which is very
relevant to examine war coverage. CDA aims ultimately to make a
change of 'the existing social reality in which discourse is related in
particular ways to other social elements such as power relations,
ideologies, economic and political strategies and policies' (Fair-
clough, 2014). This is one of the ultimate goals of this paper in
analysing war reporting in the international press. The paper does
not aim to blame a part over the other rather than it aims to show
factors influencing the reporting of the Gaza War of 2008–2009.
Among CDA frameworks, the paper employs the socio-
semantic inventory proposed by van Leeuwen (1996). This fra-
mework provides principles and accurate representation choices.
KhosraviNik (2008, p 14) suggests that the socio-semantic
inventory 'certainly lays the ground for an explanatory frame-
work for CDA studies' (see also KhosraviNik, 2010). The inven-
tory examines language in the context that “reveals specific
attitudes, ideologies and worldviews which are encoded through
language” (Adampa, 1999, p 3).
The Gaza war is considered a turning point in changing attitudes
towards Israel and more involvement of international community
in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. Across the years of conflict, both
the Israelis and the Palestinians have accused the Western media
(mainly the American and British press) of bias against their own
side and issue. Israelis claimed the coverage by Western media was
biased because it focused on the killing of Palestinian civilians.
Palestinians and their supporters consider the media portrayal of
Palestinian attacks as starting a cycle of violence that gets an Israeli
response (see Cordesman and Moravitz, 2005, p 390).
To the best of my knowledge, a few CDA studies have exam-
ined the media coverage of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict.
However, this paper is different from other CDA or media studies
on Israeli–Palestinian conflict in several points: (1) This study
examines not only the linguistic features, discursive strategies and
representational categories, but also the specific images and pat-
terns of representations in media coverage (see Kandil, 2009;
Shreim, 2012; Kaposi, 2014; Almeida, 2011). (2) Most studies
have been conducted within either an American or a British
media context (see Ozohu-Suleiman, 2014). This paper lies in its
CDA examination of representing social actors in both American
and British contexts. (3) This paper focuses on the international
level (US vs. UK) of newspapers by employing socio-semantic
inventory (see section Socio-semantic inventory: main concept
and representational categories).
In exclusively investigating the Gaza war of 2008–2009, this
paper aims to contribute to critical understanding and discourse
analysis of the international press on Middle East wars and
mainly the case of Gaza in the American and British newspapers.
More specifically this paper aims to
1. Find the differing representations of social actors and
processes by identifying the representational processes used
by the US and UK newspapers in their reporting of the Gaza
war of 2008–2009.
2. Unveil ideologies underlying the different practices in the
representation of social actors and examine their reflections
on the image of Israeli and Palestinian actors in the
international press.
To achieve the above-mentioned objectives, the paper employs
CDA as the study’s main approach as we can see in the following
section.
CDA: conception and principles
CDA is a form of discourse analysis that is a broad and complex
interdisciplinary field (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997; Wodak and
Meyer 2001) with different theories, methodologies and research
issues (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002; Weiss and Wodak, 2003;
Blommaert, 2005). It is 'a perspective on critical scholarship: a
theory and a method of analysing the way that individuals and
institutions use language' (Richardson, 2007, p 1–2). This shows
that CDA has taken as its subject the study of the intertwined
links between language use and social power. From such a per-
spective and in line with Richardson’s view of CDA in his book
'Analysis of newspapers', this paper points out that
Critical discourse analysts offer interpretations [and
explanation] of the meanings of texts rather than just
quantifying textual features and deriving meaning from
this; situate what is written or said in the context in which it
occurs, rather than just summarizing patterns or regula-
rities in texts; and argue that textual meaning is constructed
through an interaction between producer, text and
consumer rather than simply being read off the page by
all readers in exactly the same way (2007, p 15).
This constructivist approach of CDA asserts that meaning in
discourse hides in or lies behind the words (the language).
Richardson writes, 'CDA argues that textual meaning is con-
structed through an interaction between producer, text and
consumer that rather than simply being read off the page by all
readers in exactly the same way' (2007, p 15). Such a view shows
that language is constructive, and thus it draws a discourse that
shapes images and representation of social actors.
In this respect, to extract the actual meaning, we should be
critical. That is, there should give more explanations and state
reasons why the discourse is like this rather than just inter-
pretations of texts or just identifying and counting features and
types of discourse. KhosraviNik (2008, p 5) points out that 'a
critical analysis would consider a systematic description of a
discourse'. This includes description of the characteristics of the
language in a text as merely the first though essential level of
analysis and would call for going beyond this and explaining why
and with what consequences the producers of a text have made
specific linguistic choices (or have avoided doing so) among
several other options that a given language may provide. Criti-
cally, the analysis targets the discursive practices constructed and
presented in a group of processes of news production and con-
sumption and the larger context that constructs the discourse(s).
This means that we should ask that why is the discourse con-
structed or the representation of social actors like this (see Fair-
clough, 2014). In this light, my critical analysis of war reporting
looks for absences and presences in the sampled data; the sample
is chosen systematically and the analysis points to a context of the
findings by referring to ideological and political factors behind
the war coverage of the Gaza War of 2008–2009 (see section
Factors influencing War reporting of the Gaza War of
2008–2009).
From a critical scholarship perspective, CDA essentially stems
out from the premise that language is a social and practical
construct which is characterised by a symbiotic relationship with
society. In this context, Fairclough and Wodak (1997, p 277–280)
suggest principles for CDA summarised briefly in eight points
(see also Titscher et al., 2000, p 146):
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1. CDA addresses social problems.
2. Power relations are discursive.
3. Discourse constitutes society and culture.
4. Discourse does ideological work.
5. Discourse is historical.
6. The link between text and society is mediated.
7. Discourse analysis is interpretive and explanatory.
8. Discourse is a form of social action.
Within these principles and aims, CDA is used to examine the
representation of social actors (Israeli and Palestinian) in the dis-
course of four influential and international US and UK newspapers
in the coverage of the Gaza war of 2008–2009 (see section Data
collection and sampling: the selected newspapers). It highlights the
linguistic features and discourse practices motivated by media
producers in their representation of the social actors. Namely, how
these manipulate the cognition and knowledge of the target audi-
ences when reporting war events. CDA then examines ideological
stances or implications in the press discourses on the Gaza war of
2008–2009. Accordingly, some power relations are sustained ulti-
mately in the interplay between media, war and language use as
explained in the following section.
Interplay of discourse, media, representation and ideology
Discourse in media consists of both texts (news stories relatively),
and the processes to build and produce the texts. Discourse in
media obviously reflects ideological interests and stances of those
in powerful positions, i.e., the elite, politicians, journalists, etc.
(Fowler, 1991; Fairclough, 1989, 2001, 2003; Van Dijk, 1997,
1998a, 1998b; Richardson, 2007). In this context, Fairclough
(2001, p 40) considers media discourse as a 'one-sided' event that
has a sharp discerned division between producers and inter-
preters. That is, one crucial function of media discourse is to
communicate between two domains: the public and the private
concerning the temporal setting of media properties. Media bring
news about various issues, e.g., political, war, criminal, economic
or social to people through TVs, radios, newspapers and recently
through social media platforms, e.g., Facebook and Twitter. In
this paper, I focus on how the selected newspapers cover the
events of the Gaza war of 2008–2009 and bring them to their
readers. Within these texts, discourse is interlinked with and
draws a representation of social actors.
Representation depends on specific perspectives from which
social actors are constructed. Wenden (2005, p 90) explains that
representation refers to the language used in a text or talk to
assign meanings to groups and their social practices, to events,
and to social and ecological conditions and objects in discourse
analysis (e.g., Fairclough, 1989, 1995a, b). This paper refers
representation to the process of meaning production through
combination of texts. Accordingly, meaning is constructed by
linguistic representation in news media. Representation of social
actors relates them to specific behaviours and attitudes, e.g.,
making violence, making efforts to achieve a ceasefire, firing
rockets, etc., as we shall see in the analytical section 7. These
particular representations of individuals or groups in media are
linked to certain ideologies (see Chiluwa, 2011, p 197).
One can posit that ideology underlines any form of the linguistic
expression in a text, a sentence or paragraph. Androutsopoulos
(2010, p 182) points out that researchers from sociolinguistics,
language ideology and media discourse all 'agree on the potential of
discourse in mainstream media to shape the language ideologies of
their audience, that is, their belief, or feelings about language as
used in their social world'. He further suggests that 'language
ideologies are not neutral or objective, but serve individuals or
group-specific interests, that is, they are always formulated from a
particular social perspective and have particular referents and
targets' (2010, p 183). In this regard, this paper is based on the
premise that linguistic choices in texts carry ideological meaning
(s). Hence, we can expect reporters/journalists to frame, legitimise,
or validate actions and opinions in covering events (see Wenden,
2005, p 93). For example, such an ideological process may control
the general point of view of the Gaza war of 2008–2009.
The interplay among discourse, media, representation and
ideology in war coverage makes them components in the process
of building news especially when war is considered as an inter-
national crisis and is changed from inter-state to intra-state or
vice versa (see Amer, 2016 and Connelly and Welch, 2005, p 15).
In the next sections 4 and 5, I discuss the concept of war
reporting in international news.
War reporting: conception
Reporting wars in media is an essential resource for journalism
and readers. Considering news as a genre, and in line with
Richardson’s (2007) view that news is argumentative genre,
understanding the nature of war is essential to understand the
way wars are reported, represented, covered, and analysed by
different media outlets. This paper considers war reporting as
A multi-function-task operated/executed by journalists in a
war time to cover war events using language that conveys
patterns of representation (discourse) on the war actors to
either local or international audience(s) (Amer, 2016, p 42).
Simply, this multi-function task implies reporting and covering
the military actions. Doing such a task requires the journalists
covering war(s) to be prepared to gather information in order to
keep the local and international audiences informed of the war
events in an objective way of reporting. The task is multi-
functional in terms of the information they provide on the war
events. The journalists covering war events not only aim to
persuade and convince their audiences of their description and
interpretation of the war events/actions as being the rational and
appropriate ones, but also they convey specific representations of
the actors and processes of the war.
International news flow: US and UK media
‘International news’ is a vague term and it is problematic in
building a theory to analyse conflicts and wars in international
media. International news in this article means mainly the news
published by newspapers that have a wide readership. In addition,
this news is also foreign news to the newspapers’ national audi-
ences and is produced (mostly) by foreign journalists1 who report
news from outside their countries. 'International reporting can be
used as a synonym of foreign reporting' (Oganjanyan, 2012, p 8).
For this vagueness, this paper focuses mainly on the American
and British press as international press. They are both published
in the English language, which represents the most widely used
language all over the world. This fact represents a reason why the
American and British press are international.
In this section, I show some similarities and differences
between the US and UK media in general and their involvement
in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. Both media give their audiences
in the USA and the UK a wide range of views, coverage, reports
and representations of the same war events and actors. However,
claiming of similarities in attitudes towards international crises,
e.g., Gaza war in the US and UK media should be, I think, cau-
tiously made because the US and the UK have differences in the
economic, cultural and political systems that assumingly lead to
differences in the way that the press in the two countries cover
events around the world. Below, I discuss some of the similarities
and differences between the US and UK press.
The US and the UK have democratic governmental systems
that can provide good backgrounds and contexts for comparative
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study in media. 'The press in each nation is greatly admired for its
tenacity regarding the ideals of freedom of the press and for
embracing its role as the fourth estate' (Dardis, 2006, p 411, see
also Hallin and Mancini (2004, p 87).
The US and the UK are different in some points. First, both
countries have different (cultures and political) environments that
influence how citizens deal with and view various issues related to
society and events around the world. In consequence, this dif-
ference leads to various notions of media professionalism and
delineates the basic philosophies of the role of media in each
society, and their media dealing with and covering international
issues. Second, the difference is in the distribution and size of
readership. Tunstall (1996, p 7–11) explains that the British press
mostly is based in London; which is the home of the largest
national newspapers in Western Europe. UK press enjoys read-
ership very much along social class lines. It is known inter-
nationally for its tabloid newspapers (see also Williams, 2010,
p 231–233). In the US, the press is 'predominantly regional and,
with a few exceptions, contains regional monopolies which are
not subject to the same competitive pressures' (Goddard,
Robinson and Parry, 2008, p 12).
Both the US and the UK press have a direct and/or an indirect-
national connection to events in the on-going Arab–Israeli con-
flict. The main concern of this paper is how the US and UK press
covered the Gaza war of 2008–2009. Khoury-Machool (2009, p 6)
claims that 'media coverage of the conflict remains a continual
site of struggle, with both parties accusing the media of bias
toward the opposition'.
Kamalipour (1995, p 38–40) explains some reasons con-
tributing to the Palestinian image in the US media. (1) The dis-
appearance of the Palestinians and Palestine from American
coverage because of the birth of Israel as a state in 1948 as well.
(2) The special relations between US and Israel served to hide the
Palestinian voice in the American media. In contrast to the
Palestinian image in US media, the Israelis have a different image.
El-Bilawi (2011, p 133) explains, Israel 'has already poured
hundreds of millions of dollars into funding for producing
information marketed to the outside world; in particular, they
have used the media in the United States effectively over a long
period of time'.
UK media has paid particular interests to the
Israeli–Palestinian conflict. It can be argued that the UK is
responsible for the catastrophe that happened to the Palestinians
in 1948 which has still affected the whole situation during the on-
going Israeli–Palestinian conflict (see Philo and Berry, 2004 and
2011). British media represent the Palestinians in a negative
image in their conflict with the Israelis (see a study by Philo and
Berry, 2004). The study suggests that television coverage of the
Israel/Palestinian conflict confused viewers and was one sided,
mostly featuring the views of the Israeli government. According
to Barkho (2008, p 281), BBC journalists and editors follow a
strict guideline of facts and terminology recommended by the
BBC governor’s independent panel report on the impartiality of
BBC’s coverage of the conflict. This report includes the BBC’s
College of Journalism’s online-module—Israel and the Palesti-
nians—specially designed for journalists who intend to cover the
region.
This short synopsis of differences and involvement of the
American and British press in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict
leads to possible assumptions that both the US and UK media
provide different coverage of events around the world. Also,
the US and UK press give an interest and prominence to the
international political news such as wars and conflicts in the
Middle East. The question remains how the US and UK media
cover the Gaza war of 2008–09. This is the core point in this
article.
Methodological analytical framework
Within a CDA framework, this paper applies Van Leeuwen’s
(1996) socio–semantic inventory to analyse the body text of the
sampled news stories.
Research questions. The news from the Gaza Strip is considered
to be foreign and international for the selected newspapers as we
have already seen in the previous section. In this regard, this
study aims to answer the following broad question:
RQ1) How do the US and UK newspapers discursively
represent the social actors in reporting the Gaza war of
2008–2009?
The study intends to answer this broad question by providing
answers to the following secondary questions:
RQ2) How are the representational categories used to construct
the social actors in news stories and editorials?
RQ3) What conclusions can be drawn from the representation
of the social actors?
For answering the research questions, the study applies certain
procedures to collect and analyse the sample data.
Data collection and sampling: the selected newspapers. The
paper chooses to examine two British newspapers (The Guardian,
The Times London) and two American newspapers (The New
York Tim and The Washington Post). The selection is based on
the large circulation in their countries and their popularity
around the world, and this makes them international. According
to Audit Bureau of Circulations (UK)2, April 2011, the daily
circulation of 'The Times' (Lodon) is 449,809 copies and 'The
Guardian' is 263,907 copies. Alliance for Audited Media3 shows
that the circulation of 'The New York Times' is 1,865,318 copies
and 'The Washington Post' has 474,767 copies. The selected
newspapers are also chosen for their political orientation and
ideological stances, i.e., liberal and conservative. They are avail-
able at the research engines: LexisNexis4 and Microfilm. The four
selected newspapers are considered elite and prominent pub-
lications on the international level.
Representative-purposive systematic: news stories. I collected
the data from LexisNexis and Microfilm engines5 For all materials
from LexisNexis and Microfilm, I extracted all the materials
related to the Israeli war on Gaza in 2008–2009. The paper fol-
lows a purposive sample that reflects and supports the purpose of
examining and analysing the data. Seale (2012, p 237) explains
that when using purposive sampling, items are 'selected on the
basis of having a significant relation to the research topic'. Pur-
posive sample seeks to be 'reflective (if not strictly representative)
of the population'. The sample arguably represents the texts of the
four selected newspapers from which it is chosen systematically.
The sample consists of hard news presented in news stories. From
these news stories, I selected 40 news texts based on systematic
criteria.
1. News stories are published6 on homepages, news pages and
international pages of each newspaper. These pages are the
relevant pages to the news stories published on wars, conflicts
or international issues, and they are related to the field of the
study. That is, the choice excludes the Op-Ed and
commentary articles. Apart from the headlines, these types
of news articles are simply not written by war reporters/
correspondents or editors in chief.
2. News stories cover the Gaza war of 2008–2009, and excluding
the news which just mentions war without focusing on it.
3. The number of words of the report, and this is done by
calculating the average of words of news stories according to
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each newspaper because the word numbers of news stories
are different in the newspapers. The calculation is done only
on the news stories that match the previous two points of the
criteria. This helps in the selection of news stories that are
(mostly) equal in length in each newspaper (Table 1).
4. Based on these criteria, ten news stories are selected from
each newspaper that approximate the average. That is, five
news stories with more words than the average, and five news
stories with less words than the average are chosen in
consecutive order. This means (40) news stories are selected
systematically in purpose to represent all data published on
the Gaza war in the specified period. These criteria are used
only to choose the representative sample, and specify the
news stories.
Socio-semantic inventory: main concept and representational
categories. The methodological framework utilises a socio-
semantic inventory systematically to show how the social actors
are represented in the texts. As a CDA approach, Van Leeuwen’s
(1996) model analyses 'how social and political inequalities are
manifested in and reproduced through discourse' (Wooffitt, 2005,
p 137). It is presented as a 'pan-semiotic' system for doing critical
analysis of verbal–visual media texts (Van Leeuwen, 1996, p 34).
The inventory has ten categories. However, to examine linguistic
features and discursive practices implied in the body texts of the
sample news stories, the analysis of representation of social actors
in this paper employs six categories as we can see below. I choose
these representation categories (see also Farrelly, 2015) because
they are the most suitable, relevant and applicable processes to
examine how the social actors are represented.
1. Inclusion and/or exclusion. Exclusion has two subcategories:
(1) 'radical' (total) Radical exclusion means total/complete
suppression, i.e., there is no trace or reference to the social
actors, and their actions/activities anywhere in the text. (2) 'Less
radical' (partial) means backgrounding of social actors. Social
actors are mentioned not immediately in the activity but
somewhere in the text.
2. Role allocation distinguishes between activated and passi-
vated roles allocated with social actors. Activated roles mean
representing the social actors as active and dynamic in the
activities. Passivated roles mean social actors are presented as
undergoing the activity (object) or at receiving end of the activity
in the text.
3. Genericisation and specification indicate how the authors of
texts use either generic reference or specific reference to the social
actors. Specific reference refers to 'identifiable' individuals (Van
Leeuwen, 1996, p 46). This means they are real people living in a
real world.
4. Individualisation and assimilation are strict parts of
specification of social actors. This means in specification, the
social actors are either specified as individuals or as a group of
participants. However, in this category the main emphasis is on
the social actors as single entities.
Assimilation specifies social actors as a group of participants.
According to Van Leeuwen (1996), assimilation can be classified
as aggregation or as collectivisation. Aggregation quantifies
groups of participants, treating them as statistics.
Collectivisation does not have specific number of actors, i.e.,
there is no statistics of social actors.
5. Nomination and Categorisation refer to social actors in
terms of their unique identity as being nominated or as
functionalised. In the socio-semantic inventory, nomination is a
way of addressing people and generally realised by proper nouns.
6. Functionalisation and Identification are part of categorisa-
tion of social actors. Functionalisation refers to activities,
occupations and roles of social actors. Identification refers to
prominent features. It refers to what the social actors are referred
to, i.e., how they appear rather than their activities.
Socio-semantic representation of political social actors
This section examines the question of how representational
categories construct the social actors in four newspapers; two
American and two British by applying six of Van Leeuwen’s
(1996) socio-semantic categories to the texts. Since the space is
limited, I focus only on political actors in this paper. Israeli and
Palestinian political actors (PPA) are excluded in four themes as
shown in Table (2): ceasefire, internal affairs, ground invasion
and the targeting of Hamas.
This table suggests that the selected newspapers use different
processes in excluding Israeli and Palestinian political actors in
ceasefire and similar processes to exclude them by backgrounding
them in internal affairs. Moreover, Israeli political actors (IPA)
are backgrounded in ground invasion, and PPA are suppressed in
targeting Hamas. Because of the limited space, I have selected
only ceasefire for detailed examination. It is the most suitable
theme and relevant for roles of political actors mainly in war time,
where we can see political and diplomatic efforts. Also, it is the
most frequent theme in three newspapers (GU, TL and WP).
Israeli politicians are represented as making efforts to achieve a
ceasefire, whereas Palestinian politicians are represented as
reluctant to agree to ceasefire. For example,
1. Israel is expected to announce a unilateral ceasefire tonight
that will end its 3-week war in Gaza. GA-TL-17-JAN-01
2. Hamas is prepared to commit to a year and then consider
renewing it. GA-GU-17-JAN-02
Table 1 Number of words of news stories and their average in the selected newspapers
Newspaper Number of news stories Total of word numbers of the news stories Average
The Guardian 30 21,223.6 684.6
The Times 49 29,237.7 584.7
The New York Times 34 39,009.5 1114.5
The Washington Post 30 40,862.1 1318.1
Table 2 Themes and processes of exclusion of political
actors
NP Israeli political actors (IPA) Palestinian political actors
(PPA)
GU Backgrounding-internal affairs Backgroundin-internal affairs
Suppression in ceasefire
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3. Hamas was excluded from the talks because it is labelled a
terrorist group by the United States. GA-WP-03-JAN-01
IPA are presented in 'Israel' while PPA are presented in
'Hamas'. In examining the process of exclusion, IPA and PPA are
represented similarly in the clause structure in passive forms.
Their attitudes and efforts towards a ceasefire are opposed. In
example 1, there is no clear reference in the text to the social
actors who expect Israel to announce a ceasefire as evident in
'Israel is expected to announce'. In this case, social actors could be
Israelis themselves, Palestinians or the international community.
But, later in the text, the author mentions that the announcement
relies on the agreement of the Israeli security cabinet. This
announcement is intended to stop the war in Gaza.
In the treatment of Palestinians, GU in example 2 represents
'Hamas' as hesitant in agreeing to a ceasefire. The verb 'consider'
does not show certainty to renew or stop the ceasefire as it was
clear in the phrase 'Hamas is prepared to commit to a year'. In
this way, GU uses passive agent deletion by which there is no
trace for those social actors who prepared Hamas to commit a
ceasefire. In a previous part in the text, the author writes that
Hamas had talks with Egyptian officials, and later in the text he
follows 'Israel wants it to be indefinite'. In this case, it is not clear
who made Hamas commit to a ceasefire: are they Israelis,
Palestinian authority officials, Hamas itself, or even the Egyptians
who mediate the agreement of ceasefire?
WP shows Hamas was negatively constructed as a terrorist
group that does not seek ceasefire. In example 3, Hamas is being
suppressed, i.e., excluded from ceasefire negotiations without
reference to who excluded it. In this case, it could be Israel, the
USA, the EU, Egypt or even the Palestinian Authority. The
author’s justification of this exclusion is the labelling of Hamas as
a terrorist organisation by the United States. Also, it links tar-
geting Hamas to the United States’ War on Terror. This is clearly
shown multiple times in the text. 'Bush has generally supported
Israeli military actions during his eight years in office, while
strongly condemning Hamas, the Lebanese Hezbollah movement
and other anti-Israel groups that are considered terrorist orga-
nizations by the US government'.
The comparison suggests that Israelis are excluded when they
declare a unilateral ceasefire. This declaration is followed by
efforts leading to a ceasefire. These efforts foreground the Israeli
agency and its commitment to achieve a ceasefire. In the exam-
ples above, the representation calls and evokes negative and
irrational judgements towards Hamas (see Richardson, 2007, p
205), and influences reporting the Gaza war of 2008–2009 (Amer,
2016). The construction by exclusion incorporates a negative
sentiment towards Hamas over a positive image of Israelis. The
analysis focused on exclusion of social actors. Now, I turn to
examine the inclusion of Israeli and Palestinian political actors by
firstly focusing on the themes associated with them (see the fol-
lowing Table 3).
Table (3) shows IPA are included in four dominant themes and
PPA are included in two dominant themes across the newspapers
(see the numbered themes). To examine how the political actors
are included, this section starts by looking at the roles allocated to
the political actors. My intention is to focus only on the theme of
ceasefire for the same reasons mentioned above in examining the
exclusion of social actors. The following clauses exemplify how
IPA are included in ceasefire as they are activated only in GU, TL
and WP.
4. Israel’s envoy to Cairo returned to Jerusalem last night with
details of Hamas’s position. GA-GU-16-JAN-02
5. Israel welcomed an Egyptian proposal for a truce with
Hamas, the Islamists rulers of Gaza, yet its security Cabinet
voted to push ahead with its ground offensive while it
worked out the details with international envoys. GA-TL-
08-JAN-02
6. An Israeli Defense Ministry official, Amos Gilad, was
negotiating with the Egyptians by phone Monday and was
expected to travel to Cairo later in the week. GA-WP-13-
JAN-01
GU, TL and WP activate Israeli roles and efforts to achieve a
ceasefire agreement in Egypt. This can be shown in the under-
lined verbs: returned, welcomed and was negotiating. These
efforts come into contexts in the full texts, e.g., An Israeli foreign
minister travelling to USA to sign an agreement with US foreign
minister (GU), reference to Israeli security concerns, e.g., its
security Cabinet voted to push ahead with its ground offensive
(TL), and progress in the ceasefire negotiations e.g., the moves
came as negotiators in Cairo sought to reach a cease-fire agree-
ment, hoping to put a halt to violence (WP).
In these examples, it is clear that TL and WP report Israeli
demands for a ceasefire presented in the Israeli condition for
Hamas to lay its weapons down. Generally, GU, TL and WP
foreground Israelis as a dynamic force in making efforts to
achieve a ceasefire with Palestinians whose attitudes towards
ceasefire are opposite. They reject or put conditions on
ceasefire.
7. The Islamist group also wants Gaza’s crossings into Israel
reopened after three years of economic blockade. GA-GU-
17-JAN-02
8. Khaled Meshal, the exiled 'Hamas' leader in Damascus,
rejected the ceasefire demands yesterday, insisting that Israel
should withdraw its troops and immediately open Gaza’s
borders and lift the blockade it imposed after Hamas seized
power there in 2007. GA-TL-17-JAN-01
9. Hamas officials, who have been involved separately in
negotiations with Egypt, reacted coolly to the cease-fire plan.
GA-WP-08-JAN-02
Table 3 Themes of inclusion of political actors
NP Israeli political actors Palestinian political actors
GU (1) Ceasefire (1) Ceasefire
(2) Explanation of objectives of the
war
(2) Internal affairs
(3) Humanitarian relief Calling for violence
(4) Ground invasion
Internal affairs
TL (1) Ceasefire (1) Ceasefire
(2) Explanation of objectives of the
war
(2) Internal affairs
(3) Humanitarian relief Claim of victory
(4) Ground invasion
Prevention of foreign journalists
Targeting of Hamas
NYT (1)…………….. (1) Ceasefire
(2) Explanation of objectives of the
war
(2) Internal relations
(3) Humanitarian relief Iranian–Middle East relation
(4) Ground invasion Protesting against the war
Israel media coverage Targeting of Hamas
WP (1) Ceasefire (1) Ceasefire
(2) Explanation of objectives of the
war
(2) Internal relations
(3) Humanitarian relief Claim of victory
(4) Ground invasion Protesting against the War
Internal affairs
Targeting of Hamas
Prevention of foreign journalists
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10. The Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, whose Fatah
Party opposes Hamas, was in Cairo pressing a call for a
cease-fire, and he discussed with President Hosni Mubarak
of Egypt the idea of international troops along the Gaza-
Egypt border. GA-NYT-11-JAN-04
Hamas’ stance (discourse) towards the ceasefire can be shown
in the underlined verbs, e.g., wants, rejected, reacted and was […]
pressing. These verbs come in the context of demands to open the
crossings in the Gaza Strip, and to end the Israeli blockade of Gaza
(GU), an immediate Israeli withdrawal, the end of Israel’s block-
ade of Gaza and the opening of all crossings (TL), and cool
reactions to ceasefire efforts by international community. This is
in contrast to NYT which focuses on the President of the Pales-
tinian Authority by allocating an activated role in discussing
possibilities of the ceasefire with the Egyptian president, Mubarak.
This pattern of representation contrasts with the roles allocated to
Israeli politicians, as they make efforts to bring about a ceasefire.
In these examples, Hamas is represented as dynamic in rejecting a
ceasefire and placing conditions and demands to agree on ceasefire
terms, while the President of the Palestinian National Authority
makes great efforts to agree to, and puts pressure on Hamas to
accept, the Egyptian ceasefire plan. This conceals Hamas’ efforts to
negotiate a ceasefire (see section Causality aspects and agency:
Israeli response vs. Hamas causality).
In examining how social actors are included, examination of
genericisation and specification is also essential to see how the
newspapers refer to, and represent, Israeli and Palestinian poli-
tical actors in their efforts to achieve a ceasefire. IPA are gener-
icised by the use of mass nouns presented mainly as 'Israel'
(examples 11–13).
11. Israel wants to ensure that an internationally brokered
ceasefire (GA-GU-16-JAN-02)
12. Israel welcomed an Egyptian proposal (see Ex57, GA-TL-08-
JAN-02)
13. Israel brushed aside…..to broker a cease-fire in the Gaza
Strip (GA-WP-06-JAN-01)
These genericisation processes identify IPA as provenance
presented in 'Israel' in GU, TL and WP. Furthermore, GU
and WP genericise IPA by plurals without articles, e.g.,
Israeli governmental officials (example 14) and negotiators
(example 15).
14. some senior Israeli officials were optimistic (GA-GU-17-
JAN-02)
15. The moves came as [Israeli] negotiators in (GA-WP-13-
JAN-01).
In these genericisations, IPA are functionalised by adding
suffixes to verbs in TL and WP as evident in the word negotiators
(see examples 15 and 21). These practices clarify the Israeli efforts
on the national level (Israel) and on individual level (political
actors). Behind this apparent Israeli concession of offering and
making ceasefire, Palestinians are represented as passive reci-
pients presented mainly in Hamas.
PPA are genericised by mass nouns and plurals without arti-
cles. GU, TL and WP genericise PPA in mass nouns mainly as
'Hamas' when they refer to Hamas’ demands or the decision to
reject the ceasefire or being excluded from the ceasefire talks. For
example,
16. Hamas had hoped the ceasefire would lead to the lifting of
the blockade (GA-GU-27-DEC-01)
17. Hamas opposes the deployment of an international force on
that border and particularly abhors an Egyptian proposal
(GA-TL-14-JAN-02)
18. Hamas was excluded from the talks (Ex3, GA-WP-03-JAN-
01)
These genericisations identify PPA by provenance of Hamas in
GU, TL and WP. NYT and WP genericise PPA in plural forms as
Hamas actors when they refer to Hamas involvement in the
negotiation process itself, in Cairo, For example,
19. Hamas representatives were also there, but the plan, also
urged by the French, seemed to be losing steam (GA-NYT-
11-JAN-04)
20. Hamas officials…. reacted coolly (Ex9, GA-WP-08-JAN-
02).
These patterns of representation exclude reference to
members of the Palestinian Authority and focus more on
Hamas’ officials. PPA are also categorised by functionalisa-
tion by adding suffixes to a verb in TL as evident in the
word negotiator in the following example.
21. Five Hamas negotiators from Gaza and Damascus have
spent the past few days in Cairo (GA-TL-14-JAN-02).
The analysis of the genericisation process discovers a similarity
between genericising Israeli and Palestinian political actors by
mass nouns and by plural forms without articles in GU, TL and
WP. The examination of the specifications of political actors
reveals that they are specified as individuals and as assimilation,
i.e., groups (see section Socio-semantic inventory: main concept
and representational categories). As individuals, Israeli politicians
are represented as governmental actors in GU, TL and WP. Those
actors are presented as taking genuine steps to achieve a ceasefire.
For example,
22. the Israeli foreign minister, Tzipi Livni, was due to fly to
Washington to finalise an accord (GA-GU-16-JAN-02)
23. Tzipi Livni, […] signed an agreement with Condoleezza
Rice (GA-TL-17-JAN-01)
24. Olmert did not say when Israeli troops would withdraw
from Gaza [….] raising the possibility that the cease-fire
could be short-lived (GA-WP-18-JAN-01).
In this pattern, IPA are nominated in a semi-formal way in GU
and TL, e.g., Tzipi Livni, while they are nominated formally in
WP, e.g., Olmert. These nominations of Israeli official leaders
illustrate the newspapers’ insistence that those actors are deter-
mined to bring about a ceasefire. These efforts are represented in
assimilating IPA by aggregation in GU and TL. The authors refer
to numbers of Israeli social actors using quantifiers, 'three' and
'two' in these clauses,
25. the three have reportedly been in disagreement (GA-GU-
16-JAN-02)
26. two top Israeli negotiators spent a day in Cairo discussing
how Egypt could stop weapons (GA-TL-17-JAN-01).
There is a substantial consistency in the syntactic position and
semantic roles, PPA are specified as Hamas individuals in TL,
NYT and WP when they reject a ceasefire (examples 27–29), and
as individuals of the Palestinian Authority in NYT in making
efforts to achieve a ceasefire (example 30).
27. Khaled Meshal, the exiled Hamas leader in Damascus,
rejected the ceasefire demands. (Ex8, GA-TL-17-JAN-01)
28. Moussa Abu Marzouk, the exiled deputy to the Hamas
political chief Khaled Meshal, told Al Jazeera television on
Tuesday that while the organization had “serious reserva-
tions” about the Egyptian cease-fire plan, he believed that it
might be accepted if changes were made. (GA-NYT-14-
JAN-02)
29. Ahmed Youssef, a Hamas spokesman in Gaza, said the
group would not stop firing rockets into southern Israel
until the Israeli military withdrew from the
Palestinian territory and ended the economic blockade,
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which has left Gaza’s 1.5 million people dependent on
smugglers and relief organizations for their basic needs.
(GA-WP-08-JAN-02)
30. The Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas […..] was in
Cairo pressing a call for a cease-fire. (GA-NYT-11-JAN-04)
These specifications present similar nomination forms (semi-
formal way) as evident in Khaled Meshal, Moussa Abu Marzouk,
Ahmed Youssef and Mahmoud Abbas in TL, NYT and WP. Here
we can see similarity in genericising and specifying the political
actors mainly as Israel on one side and Hamas on the other side.
By this finding, the newspapers arguably represent the Gaza war
of 2008–09 as a war between Israel and Hamas (see section
Overall picture: an Israeli War against Hamas).
IPA are included and excluded mostly as Israel, governmental
and non-governmental8 actors, whereas PPA actors are included
and excluded as Hamas or Hamas members. IPA are represented
mainly as making efforts to achieve a ceasefire, whereas PPA
mainly Hamas reject or impose demands to agree on a ceasefire.
The choice of representation patterns risks generating an imbal-
ance in war reporting and “has the potential of characterising
people in different ways (Barkho and Richardson, 2010). This
pattern represents Hamas as a threat to a ceasefire in the war, and
thus, foregrounds their agency, i.e., responsibility in initiating the
violence.
Overall the representation, the analysis shows a dominance of
the Israeli perspective to have a ceasefire and stop Hamas’ rockets.
This pattern arguably draws a negative impression (discourse) of
Hamas and shows Hamas’ causality, e.g., refusing a ceasefire. The
consistence in representing Israeli actors as Israel and Palestinian
actors as Hamas presents the war to be against Hamas only (see
section Overall picture: an Israeli War against Hamas). This
might show indirectly or directly that the activities of the Israelis
are to be viewed as an imperative national assignment responding
and reacting to Hamas violence.
Conclusions
This section referred to the discourse(s) found in the analysis of
linguistic and representational processes, rather than simply
focusing on more general differences between the newspapers.
Through CDA, I am able to highlight causality aspects and agency
of the social actors, factors that influenced reporting of the Gaza
war of 2008–2009 and a summary how the war was represented.
Causality aspects and agency: Israeli response vs. Hamas
causality. This section dealt with realisations of agency in media
discourse around the Gaza war of 2008–2009 referring to theo-
retical outlines and conceptions discussed in sections 2–5. The
CDA of the four newspapers corroborates the definition of dis-
course as a practice (textual, discursive and social) for evaluating
and justifying what is happening (see Amer, 2016; Fairclough,
1995a, b; Van Leeuwen, 2008). This subsection concerns the
response and causality aspects of Israel and Hamas. The Israeli
response is portrayed in benevolence in offering a ceasefire.
The four newspapers show substantial consistency in focusing
on Israeli discourse regarding the ceasefire between Israel and
Hamas. This discourse focuses on efforts such as declaring a
ceasefire (examples 4–6). This pattern highlights Israelis’ efforts at
ceasefire negotiations and shows a tendency among editors to
produce a positive discourse, i.e., foregrounding the Israeli agency
positively (compare Ackerman, 2001).
The linguistic features are substantially ideological in reprodu-
cing a general discourse that aligns with the Israeli message that
they only target Hamas rather than all Palestinians because
Hamas refuses the ceasefire and fires rockets into Israel (see
examples 11 and 1). “The officially stated Israeli goal of Operation
Cast Lead9 was to diminish the security threat to residents of
southern Israel by steeply reducing rocket fire from the Gaza
Strip, weakening Hamas” (Zanotti et al., 2009, p7; see also Philo,
2012, p 155). This conveys positive attitudes towards Israel and
possibly generates justifications for Israeli actions, which is
evident from the fact that Hamas’ views on ceasefire are not
represented in these texts. The causality aspects of Hamas are
implied in Hamas’ refusal of a ceasefire. Hamas is portrayed as
imposing conditions before they will agree with the ceasefire
terms (see examples 7–9).
From this explanation, we can see that the selected newspapers
produce shared perspectives and discourses that were similar yet
unevenly realised, across the categories of socio–semantic
inventory. The communication of news events cannot claim to
be objective. The events and the ideas must be transmitted
through media outlets, i.e., newspapers in this paper, with their
own philosophies, attitudes and linguistic expressions. In all
respects, the analysis of the representation of the Gaza war of
2008–2009 points to the conclusion that the war is being
represented as a war against Hamas and not against the
Palestinians and influenced by some factors as we can see in
the following section.
Factors influencing War reporting of the Gaza War of
2008–2009. The more newsworthy an event is considered to be,
the more likely it is to be selected for publication and to be
presented prominently. I refer to two factors that influence
reporting the Gaza war of 2008–2009 and reproducing the dis-
course or war reporting, as explained in the previous sections.
This section explains 'why is discourse like this?' (Fairclough,
2014) in the US and UK selected newspapers (GU, TL, NYT, WP)
as examples of the international press (see section Data collection
and sampling: the selected newspapers).
Political orientation: alignment with foreign policy. This subsection
focuses on the similarity in the newspapers’ representation of
social actors in relation to the foreign policy10 of the USA and UK
on the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. For this similarity, there are
different reasons such as the role of media, US public opinion
supporting Israel, the location of Israel in the Middle East, and
the Israeli lobby in the USA (see also Hansen, 2008; Mearsheimer
and Walt, 2006; Slater, 2007). The exploration of all these reasons
in detail is behind the scope of this study. I will merely suggest
that there are similar lines between the foreign policy of the USA
and the UK on the one hand, and the media of those countries on
the other hand, in relation to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict (see
also Kellner, 2004, p 137; Detmer, 1995, p 91; El-Bilawi, 2011,
p 130). Generally speaking, the four selected newspapers (GU, TL,
NYT and WP) operate within political spectrums in their
countries that support Israel over the Palestinians.
US foreign policy is characterised by its support of Israel. In an
interview11 on US foreign policy and Israel, Jeremy R.
Hammond12 (2013) states that “the U.S. supported Israel from
its birth”. This support is prominent in the massive annual
military and financial aid paid to Israel from the USA (Jeremy R.
Hammond, 2013; see also Philo and Berry, 2011, p 76).
In the same vein, British foreign policy has substantial
similarities with US foreign policy in relation to the
Israeli–Palestinian conflict. Voltolini (2013, p 222) points out
that the British policy 'has kept a strong link to Israel in line with
the US stance' (see also Chomsky and Pappe, 2010, and Curtis,
2004). Furthermore, the United Kingdom and Israel have a strong
and flourishing relationship. 'Bilateral trade was £3.85 billion in
2011, making Israel the United Kingdom’s largest individual
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trading partner in the Near East and North Africa region'
(Voltolini, 2013, p 222). British foreign policy is typified by the
statement of the British Foreign Secretary, William Hague13, that
'Israel has a right to defend itself', without questioning how
Israel’s borders should be defined or how a state can have 'rights'.
The Palestinians receive different treatment in US and UK
foreign policies. In regard to US foreign policy and Palestinians,
Karakoulaki (2013, p 4) points out that 'while he [Barack Obama]
has declared that during his presidency, he will seek a fair
solution for both sides; his administration has disagreed with
almost every Palestinian move'. Also, US foreign policy focuses on
blaming Palestinians for violence and requesting Hamas to end
the violence and recognise past agreements and Israel’s ‘rights’
(see Karakoulaki, 2013, p 9). Similar to the US blaming of
Palestinians, British foreign policy focuses on blaming Hamas.
Again, William Hague makes a typical pronouncement: 'It is
Hamas that bears principal responsibility for starting all of this'
(Saleem, 2013).
The similar patterns of foreign policy in the USA and the UK
lead to similar representation of Israelis and Palestinians in the
selected newspapers. Jeremy R. Hammond14 (2013) suggests that
“the mainstream media makes no secret of […] U.S. support for
Israel, but it at the same time attempts to maintain the narrative
of the U.S. as an honest broker”. He considers this role as a farce.
This role of the media misleads the US public about the nature of
the conflict in terms of political contexts.
In terms of journalistic practices, while it is proper to include
the perspective of both warring sides, it becomes problematic and
biased when news coverage systematically includes a greater
context for the violence perpetrated by one side and omits that
context in covering the violence of the other. This is clearly shown
in the way the newspapers in this study report the efforts towards
a ceasefire. This pattern casts Israel as an active partner for peace,
while Palestinian Hamas continually rejects a ceasefire and
refuses to stop its violence.
Ideological stances: liberal and conservative. This study is based on
the premise that linguistic choices in texts carry ideological
meaning(s), (see Amer, 2016, section 2.2.6). One reason to choose
GU, TL, NYT and WP is their different ideological standpoints,
being liberal or conservative (see section Data collection and
sampling: the selected newspapers). I am convinced that this
ideological difference is an important factor that will lead to
different representation patterns of social actors.
In contrast, revisiting the linguistic mechanisms and repre-
sentational processes reveals no major differences between the
liberal newspapers (The Guardian and The New York Times) and
the conservative newspapers (The Times London and The
Washington Post). For example, in regard to the topic of
ceasefire, all the US and UK newspapers foreground the Israeli
efforts to achieve a ceasefire with the Palestinians to end the war.
These findings can be explained by Khoury–Machool’s observa-
tion (2009, p 11) that 'while British journalists may be privately
sympathetic to Palestinians, their filed reports of the
Palestine–Israel conflict are often neutralised versions of
witnessed events or, in many cases, of events recounted by
official (i.e., Israeli) sources'. The findings of this study are in
contrast with a statement by Kaposi (2014, p 1) where he claims
that 'another [….] war is taking place in the British media to
present and understand the events, with conservative publications
taking it upon themselves to advocate Israeli interests and left-
liberal ones supporting Palestinians'.
Generally speaking, ideologies, according to Van Dijk (1998a),
determine the relations of a group to other social groups. In this
study, the analysis of discourse practices was crucial to illuminate
the representation patterns of the social groups. This study reveals
that the supposed Palestinian danger and threat to Israel was
prevalent across the four selected newspapers. This pattern paves
the way to justify Israeli operations as self-defence (see also
Allen’s, 2013 dissertation on BBC coverage of the Gaza war 2013).
Overall picture: an Israeli War against Hamas. The analysis
shows that the British and American newspapers are similar in
including the Israelis and Palestinians in ceasefire negotiations.
The patterns represent Israelis as Israel and Israeli governmental
and non-governmental actors. The Palestinian actors are repre-
sented as Hamas and Hamas members. From this analysis, there
is no major or substantial difference between the British and
American newspapers in their discourses regarding the coverage
of the Gaza War of 2008–2009.
In regards to media power relations, on the Israeli side, we see
an official view on the whole war. On the Palestinian side, we see
only Hamas’ views and no views either from the Palestinian
Authority or from the Palestinian Liberation Organisation15, the
overarching resistance organisation for all Palestinians. This is a
reason why some might distinguish between Hamas and
Palestinians, even though Hamas is a major party in Palestine
and won the Palestinian elections (in the West Bank as well as in
Gaza) in 2006. This is in line with a finding from a recent study
by Philo and Berry (2011) which states that the war is perceived
as 'being directed only at Hamas, and this is certainly how Israel
wished it to be seen' (p 155).
In this supposed war against Hamas, the clear message of the
war is to stop Hamas’ rockets from being fired into Israel from
the Gaza Strip. What is absent in the media coverage is Hamas’
terms for a ceasefire, namely lifting the Israeli siege on Gaza.
Absence means the exclusion of views, in this case, those of
Hamas.
Overall, the analysis suggests that the US and UK audiences
(readers of the selected newspapers) did not have an adequate
opportunity or sufficient information to learn about all sides of
the war or to resist dominant interpretations.
This paper was restricted to the coverage of the Gaza war of
2008–2009 between 26.12.2008 and 18.01.2009 and focused on
the representation of the Israeli and Palestinian actors in two
newspapers from the USA (NYT and WP) and two newspapers
from the UK (GU and TL). The paper does not claim that it has
tackled all the linguistic structures but it is confined to examining
the representation of social actors in reporting the Gaza war of
2008–2009.
Within this limitation, this study is not interested in
highlighting who is right or wrong in their ideological stances,
but in illuminating how meanings are reproduced and how social
actors are represented. The paper’s contributions can be seen as
addition to CDA studies on war reporting in general and the Gaza
war of 2008–2009 in particular. It contributes to the examination
absences and the mystification of social agents by CDA studies on
media discourse and war reporting.
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Notes
1 El-Nawawy (2002, p 83) defines the foreign correspondents as 'those individuals who
are stationed in countries other than that of their origin for the purpose of reporting
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4 LexisNexis does not have complete records/archives of all newspapers. For this, I used
Microfilm available at the library of Hamburg University.
5 On the LexisNexis research engine, articles have been researched online. 'The Times'
newspaper is not available at LexisNexis; for this, I use the microfilm available at
Hamburg University’s library to collect materials of 'The Times (London)' newspaper.
Since the LexisNexis sorts only the material published on the print version of
newspapers, microfilm has solved the problem in getting the material of 'The Times
(London)'.
6 The publishing pages have different names across the newspapers but largely these
pages have the same purposes.
7 In such cases, I quote only the relevant parts of the examples with a reference to the
number of full examples.
8 Non-governmental actors are actors with no relation to the government but they have
a political role and dimension in the war news reports.
9 The Israeli name of the Gaza war (2008–2009), see Gavriely-Nuri’s (2013, p 42)
10 For detailed discussion of definition of foreign policy, see Voltolini’s (2013) PhD
dissertation.
11 An interview by Devon Douglas-Bowers on December 2013
12 Founding editor of Foreign Policy Journal and author of a book on ‘the US role in the
Israeli Palestinian conflict’
13 Speaking on ‘Sixty years of British-Israeli diplomatic relations’ in March 2011’
14 Quoted from the same interview by Devon Douglas-Bowers, 2013
15 See http://palestineun.org/about-palestine/palestine-liberation-organization/
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